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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Golf has been utilized as a pottery theme since the first examples appeared on a series of 
Chinese import convivial punch bowls commissioned by the (Edinburgh) Golfing 
Company and Royal Blackheath in the latter-half of the 18th century.  Since then, golf 
imagery has been utilized by the potteries with a great measure of achievement.  The 
extent of golf’s success has been influenced primarily by the steady expansion of the 
game across a diverse geographic spread, specifically during the “golf boom” of ca.1890 
to 1905.  Much of the growth of the game, and the resultant success of golf as a decorative 
theme was due to the rapidly expanding middle classes and elites in Great Britain during 
the Victorian era.  Golf’s popularity was greatly affected by changing views on sport in 
society, and in particular the belief that recreation served as a means to maintain a purity 
of mind and body.  Golf was the ideal fit for the expanding legion of wealthy and 
respectable sporting enthusiasts.  Consequently, the golfing population became a 
readymade consumer audience for the sale of decorative and non-utilitarian ceramics.    
 
More than any other traditional sporting theme, golf has developed a noteworthy record of 
success and a diverse catalogue of wares.  Collections of golf-specific memorabilia and 
artefacts have been developed by clubs and golfing societies as a means to preserve their 
heritage.  Since the turn of the 20th century, important historical collections and archives 
have been developed by individuals and administrative bodies.  Equally important to the 
development of the genre has been the zeal of modern collectors in pursuing vintage golf 
materials.  Golf has become a stand-alone speciality amongst auction houses, stimulating 
numerous annual international sales since 1980.   
 
As a means to document the extent of the genre, a detailed catalogue has been developed 
and appended to the dissertation as Volume II; it provides specific details about the 
hundreds of golf wares that were produced during the timeframe of this investigation.  
Additional important examples produced shortly after 1930 have been included in the 
catalogue, although the 1930 end date was generally held to as a means to exclude mass-
produced wares from the Machine Age.   
 
 iv 
The catalogue documents the specific manufacturer, series, sub-series, shape, date, 
medium, artist, place of production, country of origin, and wherever possible, 
representative auction results.  In addition, each entry is assigned a unique identifier 
comprised of an alphabetical maker’s code followed by a three-digit numerical 
designation.  For example, the first Copeland Spode entry would receive the alpha-
numerical designation “COPL-001.”  A detailed Key to the Identification of Makers is 
included in Volume II to assist with the location of specific wares within the catalogue.  
Presently, the catalogue includes more than 720 golf pottery examples produced by 
eighty-five manufacturers around the world.  
 
A review of literature on the subject of golf ceramics, or indeed for traditional sporting 
pottery reveals that the present catalogue is the first of its kind.  As such, it is intended to 
provide additional information on specific items cited in the dissertation, but also to 
eventually form the basis of an ongoing reference tool for historians, collectors, and 
auction houses.   
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KEY TO THE IDENTIFICATION OF MAKERS: 
 
ACNN ....................... ACNIAN 
ALTN ....................... ALLERTON, CHARLES & SONS 
APSL......................... APSLEY PELLATT 
ARKN ....................... ARKINSTALL & SONS 
AYNS........................ AYNSLEY 
BASA ........................ B & S AUSTRIA 
BLRS......................... BLAIR’S CHINA 
BRAN........................ BRANNAM, A. C. H. 
BGWD ...................... BRIDGEWOOD, SAMSON AND SONS 
BURG........................ BURGESS & LEIGH 
CACO........................ CERAMIC ART COMPANY 
CHIN......................... CHINESE IMPORT 
COLL ........................ COLLAMORE 
COSP......................... COPELAND SPODE 
COSP-FN .................. Fortuna 
COWN ...................... COWAN POTTERY 
CRDB........................ CROWN DERBY 
CRST......................... CROWN STAFFORDSHIRE 
DART........................ DARTMOUTH POTTERY 
DOHR ....................... DOHRMANN SUPPLY CO. 
DRES ........................ DRESDEN CHINA 
EMPR........................ EMPIRE 
FLDG ........................ FIELDING & CO. 
GENI ......................... GENORI, RICHARD 
GEBR ........................ GEBRUDER HEUBACH 
GERZ ........................ GERZ, SIMON PETER 
GOEB........................ GOEBEL 
GOSS ........................ GOSS, LTD. 
GRIM ........................ GRIMWADES LTD. 
GRIM-BR.................. Brownies 
GRIM-WN ................ Royal Winton 
GRIN......................... GRINDLEY, W.H. & CO. 
 vi 
HARR........................ HARRODS 
HAUB ....................... HAUBER & REUTHER 
HAYN ....................... HAYNES, D.F. 
HEWT ....................... HEWITT & LEADBEATER 
JONE......................... JONES, GEORGE 
KOML....................... KOMLOS KERAMIA 
KWKK ...................... KWK KERAMOS 
LAUG ....................... LAUGHLIN, HOMER 
LEFT ......................... LEFTON CHINA 
LENX ........................ LENOX 
LMGS........................ LIMOGES 
LOND........................ LONDON & SOUTHALL 
MACR....................... MACINTYRE & COMPANY 
MART ....................... MARTIN, R.W. 
MEAK....................... MEAKIN, ALFRED 
MINT ........................ MINTON 
MISC......................... MISCELLANEOUS 
NORK ....................... NORITAKE 
OHAR ....................... O’HARA WALTHAM DIAL CO. 
OWEN....................... OWENS, J.P. POTTERY 
PAGN........................ PARAGON CHINA 
PETR......................... PETERS & REED 
PLNT......................... PLANT, R. H. & S. L. 
RICH ......................... RICHARDSON, A. G. & CO. 
ROBC........................ ROBINSON CLAY PRODUCTS 
ROBJ......................... ROBJ 
ROGS ........................ ROGERS PRODUCTS 
ROOK ....................... ROOKWOOD POTTERY 
ROSL ........................ ROSENTHAL 
RSTK ........................ REISSNER, STELLMACHER & KESSELL 
RUDT ....................... RUDOLSTADT, N. Y. & 
RUDT-BR ................. Brown 
RUDT-FI ................... Fisher 
 vii 
RYBO........................ ROYAL BONN 
RYCO........................ ROYAL COPENHAGEN 
RYDO ....................... ROYAL DOULTON 
RYDO-AB ................ Airbrush Brown 
RYDO-BU ................ Burslem 
RYDO-KW ............... Kingsware 
RYDO-LA................. Lambeth 
RYDO-LACB ........... Lambeth Colonel Bogey 
RYDO-LACR ........... Lambeth Crombie 
RYDO-MISC ............ Miscellaneous 
RYDO-QW ............... Queensware 
RYDO-SP.................. Slater’s Patent 
RYDO-SWBA .......... Series Ware Bateman 
RYDO-SWBK .......... Series Ware Bunnykins 
RYDO-SWCR........... Series Ware Crombie 
RYDO-SWGB .......... Series Ware Gibson 
RYDO-SWMO.......... Series Ware Morrisian 
RYDO-SWNH .......... Series Ware Nineteenth Hole 
RYDO-SWOE........... Series Ware Old English 
RYDO-SWPQ........... Series Ware Picturesque 
RYDO-SWPV........... Series Ware Proverbs 
RYDO-SWUN .......... Series Ware Uncle Toby 
RYWO ...................... WORCESTER PORCELAIN 
SAND........................ SANDLANDS & COLLEY, LTD. 
SEVR ........................ SEVRE 
SHLY ........................ SHELLEY CHINA 
SOUT ........................ SOUTHWICK POTTERY 
SPOD ........................ SPODE 
SPOD-FN .................. Fortuna 
TASM........................ TAYLOR, SMITH & TAYLOR 
TATF......................... TAYLOR TUNNICLIFFE 
THWT ....................... THEWALT, A.J. 
UNWD ...................... UNDERWOOD’S 
VELR ........................ VELRAY POTTERY 
 viii 
VILL.......................... VILLEROY & BOCH 
WARK ...................... WARWICK CHINA CO. 
WEDG....................... WEDGWOOD & CO. 
WELL........................ WELLER POTTERY 
WILE......................... WILEMAN & CO. 
WILE-MI .................. Miscellaneous 
WILL......................... WILLETS MFG. CO 
WLMN ...................... WILLIAMSON, H. M. & SONS 
WLSW ...................... WILTSHAW & ROBINSON 
WOOD ...................... WOOD, H. J. 
WOSN....................... WOOD, ARTHUR & SONS 
WWOO ..................... WOOD, W. & CO. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
















































































































































































































































